
 

 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation/Partial or 
Full glam 
From a subtle glow to a full glam, you will feel radiant and 
ready to confidently walk down the aisle on your big day! 
*Price ranges from partial makeup to full makeup & does 
NOT include a trial 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation 
From a subtle glow to a full glam - this package includes all 
you'll need to look glamorous for your special day!   *Lashes 
included 
**Includes a trial run & a free consultation! 
 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation 
Upgrade your bridal glam to the deluxe package which 
includes an under eye treatment to de-puff and tighten, a 
lip sugar scrub & faux mink lashes or individual lashes to 
really make your eyes pop! You'll also receive a touch up 
kit including your custom lip color! 
**Includes a trial run & a free consultation! 

Face only: Airbrush or regular foundation, setting 
powder/spray, contouring/highlighting, blush, & lipstick. 
OR 
Eyes only: Eyeshadow, eyeliner, eyebrows, & lashes. 
**Includes a trial run & a free consultation! 
 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation (with face 
only) 
Upgrade your bridal glam to the deluxe package which 
includes an under-eye treatment to de-puff and tighten, a 
lip sugar scrub & faux mink lashes or individual lashes to 
really make your eyes pop! 
**Includes a trial run & a free consultation! 

 

 

Bridal Makeup 

 

Bridal Hair    

 
Additional $10 for extension placement 

 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation 
From a subtle glow to a full glam - this package 
includes all you'll need to look glamorous for 

your special day! (Hair & makeup)   
 *Lashes included 

**Includes a trial run & a free consultation 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation. 
From a subtle glow to a full glam - this package includes all you'll need to look glamorous for any occasion! 
*Lashes included  
*Additional $10 for hair extension placement 

*Your choice of airbrush or regular foundation. 
From a subtle glow to a full glam - this package includes all you'll need to look glamorous for any occasion! 
*Lashes included 

Face only: Airbrush or regular foundation, setting powder/spray, contouring/highlighting, blush, & lipstick. 
OR 
Eyes only: Eyeshadow, eyeliner, eyebrows, & lashes. 
 

 
 
 
 

Additional $10 for extension placement 

 
 
 
 
 

 
A travel fee applies after 30 miles roundtrip from the artists’ home.   

Please contact us for a personalized quote.  
A contract and a 20% deposit is required before your date is locked in. The deposit is applied to the 

final balance of the contract.  

Special Occasion &Bridal party Makeup 

 

Hairstyles 

 


